Using first-principle Hybrid-Monte-Carlo (HMC) simulations, we carry out an unbiased study of the competition between spin-density wave (SDW) and charge-density wave (CDW) order in the extended Hubbard model on the two dimensional hexagonal lattice at half filling. We determine the phase diagram in the space of on-site and nearest-neighbor couplings U and V in the region V < U/3, which can be simulated without a fermion sign problem, and find that a transition from semimetal to a SDW phase occurs at sufficiently large U for basically all V . Tracing the corresponding phase boundary from V = 0 to the V = U/3 line, we find evidence for critical scaling in the Gross-Neveu universality class for the entire boundary. With rather high confidence we rule out the existence of the CDW ordered phase anywhere in the range of parameters considered. We also discuss several improvements of the HMC algorithm which are crucial to reach these conclusions, in particular the improved fermion action with exact sublattice symmetry and the complexification of the HubbardStratonovich field to ensure the ergodicity of the algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
By now experimental [1] and numerical [2, 3] studies have firmly established that free suspended graphene is a semimetal. Applications in semiconductor electronics, however, require that a sizable energy gap should be opened in the band structure of graphene while preserving the extremely high carrier mobility [4, 5] .
This problem has motivated an active research on artificially modified graphene and graphene-like materials which might support gapped phases. New experimental techniques to control the microscopic interaction parameters are being rapidly developed. Ideas being discussed range from mechanically strained graphene [6, 7] via 2D materials with hexagonal lattices such as phosphorene [8] , silicene and germanene [9] to "artificial graphene" in optical lattices [10] . Even more exotic materials, such as 3D Dirac semimetals [11] or 2D semi-Dirac semimetals, which exhibit a dispersion relation which is linear along one momentum component but quadratic along the other one, are being considered [12] . In many cases such systems can be described in terms of the extended Hubbard model on the hexagonal graphene lattice with nearest-neighbor hoppings and on-site and nearest-neighbor inter-electron interactions.
The hexagonal Hubbard model with varying on-site repulsion U and nearest V 1 and next-to-nearest-neighbor V 2 interactions has been predicted to host a large variety of gapped phases with spontaneously induced order. These include anti-ferromagnetic (AF) spin-density wave (SDW) and charge-density wave (CDW) phases [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , topological insulators [18] , and spontaneous Kekulé distortions [19, 20] . Even coupled spin-charge-density-wave phases as discussed for ultracold atoms in optical lattices [21] might occur, in principle. A detailed quantitative understanding of the phase diagram in the space of U , V 1 and V 2 couplings is desirable to guide experimental searches for non-trivial electronic ordered phases.
A reasonably good description of the expected phase structure is obtained from various semi-analytic methods, such as self-consistent random phase approximation [22] or a variational Hamiltonian approach [16] and from ab-initio simulations using determinantal quantum Monte Carlo (DQMC) [23, 24] . Large-N renormalization group fixed-point analysis reveals a complex structure of fixed points, depending on the number of fermion flavors. In the V 2 = 0 plane of onsite U and nearestneighbor repulsion V ≡ V 1 , it is able to describe the universal behavior near a tentative multicritical point at which semimetal, CDW and SDW phases meet [15] . From an ǫ-expansion around three spatial dimensions it was concluded in Ref. [25] that this point should be multicritical also in the case of graphene, with N = 2, and that the behavior around this point should be dominated by the same chiral Heisenberg Gross-Neveu universality class that is also expected to describe the semimetal to SDW transition for smaller values of V . The latest large-N results for the corresponding critical exponents are reported in Ref. [17] . While there is convincing agreement between ǫ-expansion and large-N results for the universal properties of effective low-energy theories within this class close to the upper critical dimension, or for sufficiently large N , the situation for the two spatial dimensions and N = 2 as relevant here appears to remain less clear. The functional renormalization group study of Ref. [26] for example predicts for N = 2 a triple point where three first-order transition lines be-tween semimetal, SDW and CDW phases meet in U − V plane of the extended Hubbard model.
In contrast to on-site repulsion U , a nearest-neighbor interaction V acts equally between both spin components and therefore energetically favors CDW order. Moreover, because of the coordination number three, the interaction energies of on-site repulsion U in the SDW ground state and nearest-neighbor repulsion V in the CDW ground state are the same when V = U/3, and one thus expects a first-order phase transition with coexistence at sufficiently low temperatures along this V = U/3 line in the strong-coupling limit. In fact, it is possible to prove analytically that the Dyson-Schwinger equations in the static approximation, self-consistently including frequency independent screening beyond Hartree-Fock, are equivalent for CDW and SDW order along this line, i.e. that their solutions are in an exact one-to-one correspondence. Moreover, the free energies from the corresponding 2PI-effective action are the same in both gapped phases and the transition between the two must be discontinuous [27] . The Hartree-Fock phase diagram with the same qualitative behavior was presented in [28] .
In this work we study the phase diagram of the extended Hubbard model on the hexagonal graphene lattice in the space of on-site repulsion U and nearestneighbor interaction V using first-principle Monte-Carlo simulations. We use the Hybrid-Monte-Carlo (HMC) algorithm [29] [30] [31] , which is mainly used for lattice QCD simulations, but also gains increased popularity in recent years as a tool for condensed matter physics [2, 3, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . As compared with our previous HMC simulations of graphene, the simulation algorithm used in this work includes several essential improvements:
• Fermionic lattice action with exact sublattice (chiral) symmetry [28] .
• Complexified fields in the bosonic action which allow the molecular dynamics to penetrate the potential barriers due to zeros of the fermion determinant [41, 51] .
• Efficient non-iterative Schur complement solver which significantly speeds up the simulations [52] .
Using infinite-volume extrapolations of order parameters and finite-size scaling, we are able to locate the boundary between the semimetal and the antiferromagnetic SDW phases, which shifts with V towards larger critical values of U as compared to the V = 0 result U c ≃ 3.8κ for pure on-site interactions obtained using DQMC with ground-state projection [24] . This shift has been observed previously in another DQMC study of the U − V phase diagram [23] but we find the effect to be much stronger, possible due to the dynamical cluster approximation which was employed in the previous study. At current precision our results for the squared spin per sublattice are consistent with critical scaling in the chiral Heisenberg Gross-Neveu universality class. Furthermore, with rather high confidence we exclude the existence of a CDW phase in the parameter region with V < U/3, in which our HMC simulations have no sign problem. We point out that the use of the complexified Hubbard field is essential to reach this conclusion, as otherwise the presence of impenetrable potential barriers in configuration space produces a false signal also for CDW order, whenever the system exhibits SDW order.
II. NUMERICAL SETUP
The algorithm used in this work is based on the formalism originally developed in Refs. [40, 53] and has been described extensively, e.g. in Refs. [2, 3, 51, 54] . We review the essential background in this section and highlight recent novel developments such as the improved fermion action, the use of the Schur solver and the complexification of the auxiliary Hubbard-Stratonovich fields.
The starting point is the Hubbard-Coulomb Hamilto-
Here κ is the hopping parameter, x, y denotes nearestneighbor sites, σ =↑, ↓ labels spin components and
The basis of HMC is the functional integral representation of the grand-canonical partition function Z = Tr e −βĤ , in which operators are replaced by fields. Thermodynamic averages of observables Ô = 1 Z Tr (Ôe −βĤ ) are then obtained from measurements on a representative set of field configurations, generated in proportion to their weight in the equilibrium ensemble. The Hamiltonian (1) is free of a fermion sign problem (where the measure of the functional integral is complex or of indefinite sign, which prevents importance sampling) on a bipartite lattice at half-filling after introducing hole operators with a sublattice-dependent phase for the spindown electrons, i.e. after applying the transformation metric Suzuki-Trotter decomposition which yields
where the exponential is factorized into N τ terms and the kineticĤ 0 and interactionĤ int contributions are separated. This introduces a finite step size δ τ = β/N τ in Euclidean time and a discretization error O(δ 2 τ ). The separation ofĤ 0 andĤ int in the second line arises from symmetrized second-order approximants for each factor inside the trace in the first line and effectively doubles the number of time slices. The advantage of this expansion will become clear below.
The four-fermion terms appearing inĤ int should now be converted into bilinears. This step is essential, since we can then explicitly integrate out the fermionic operators. This is achieved by Hubbard-Stratonovich (HS) transformation 
at the expense of introducing a bosonic auxiliary field φ ("Hubbard field"). Eq. (4) is applied once to each timeslice, leading to φ ≡ φ x,t . Note that this form of the HS transformation, using a non-compact continuous Hubbard field and a purely imaginary exponent in the rightmost term, is only one of many possibilities. At the end of this Section we will discuss another variant, which is used to prevent violations of ergodicity.
To compute the trace in the fermionic Fock space (with anti-periodic boundary conditions) one uses the identity
for even n, whereÂ k = (A k ) ijĉ † iĉ j are the fermionic bilinear operators and A k (without hat) contain matrix elements in the single-particle Hilbert space. The expressions (5) are derived in Refs. [30, 55, 56] and are also the core of the determinantal Quantum-Monte-Carlo simulations following Blankenbecler, Scalapino and Sugar (BSS). Applying (5) to the expression (3), we obtain
which fulfills the basic requirements of HMC, in the sense that the integrand in (6) can be interpreted as a classical probability density for the Hubbard field. The fermion matrix is given by
where h denotes the single-particle tight-binding hopping matrix and we use the short-hand notation e iφt ≡ diag e iφx,t for the exponentiated Hubbard-Stratonovich fields which are packed into a diagonal matrix and interpreted as operators on the single-particle Hilbert space.
2 appears in (6) since after the transformation (2) the fermionic matrices for spin-up and spin-down electrons are M and M † , respectively. The doubling of timeslices is manifest in (8) and the Hubbard fields appear only in the even ones.
The fermion matrix M (φ) in (8) differs from the one used in several previous HMC studies of fermionic Hubbard models on the hexagonal lattice [3, 54, 57] , and is closer to the form used in BSS QMC simulations. The difference arises entirely from the way the non-interaction tight-binding hopping term is discretized in the derivation of the lattice action in the partition function. Roughly speaking, inserting complete sets of fermionic coherent states |ξ (with c i |ξ = ξ i |ξ ) in between all factors in Eq. (3), the previously used linear action is obtained from matrix elements ξ |e
where the error is due to neglected normal-ordering terms that arise at the order δ 2 when expanding the exponential. These can be summed by instead using the formula, ξ |e
The same summation of normal-ordering terms was already used in the previous studies to derive the compact Hubbard-field interaction ∝ e iφt in the fermion matrix. Here we also use it for the free tight-binding hamiltonian to derive the fully exponential action with the fermion matrix in Eq. (8) . The linearized action of the previous studies thus corresponds to expanding the blocks e −δτ h in the fermion matrix M (φ) to linear order in δ τ again, which amounts to replacing them by 1 − δ τ h. The main disadvantage of this linearized formulation is that the leading discretization errors generate a strong explicit breaking of the spin rotational symmetry, which is only suppressed at very large N τ as observed in [28] .
The origin of this asymmetry lies in the mixing of spin and sublattice symmetries after applying the transformation (2) . One can see this by defining a generator Σ xy of the sublattice symmetry in the single-particle Hilbert space, whose matrix elements are non-vanishing only for x = y, and are +1 on one sublattice and −1 on the other. In absence of mass terms, the single-particle hopping matrix h then satisfies the identity ΣhΣ = −h. Analogous to the action of the γ 5 matrix on the Dirac Hamiltonian, this amounts to exchanging positive-energy and negativeenergy states. These are equivalent, however, by virtue of the particle-hole symmetry of the bipartite lattice. The above identity implies Σe −βh Σ = e βh and the partition function thus remains invariant under this symmetry. If one discretizes Euclidean time into N τ intervals of size δ τ , and at the same time expands the single-particle transfer matrix e −δτ h ≈ 1 − δ τ h this no longer holds,
In other words, the particle transfer matrix is no longer the inverse of the hole transfer matrix. A particle propagating backwards in time is no-longer equivalent to a hole, and thus the combined particle-hole and sublattice symmetries are violated by corrections of order δ τ . Since particles and holes were identified with spin components in Eqs. (2), this violation translates into one of the spin symmetry.
In contrast, the fermion matrix (8) has an exact sublattice-particle-hole symmetry even at finite δ τ and in the presence of the fluctuating Hubbard fields [28] . The price we pay is that, while 1 − δ τ h is a sparse matrix, e −δτ h is not. This makes iterative inversion methods such as the standard conjugate-gradient solver rather inefficient for the inversion of a fermion matrix of the form in (8) . The situation here is analogous to lattice QCD simulations with exactly chiral fermions, where exact chiral symmetry can only be preserved with a non-local action [58] . HMC simulations based on Eq. (8) have become feasible only recently with the development of a novel non-iterative solver based on Schur decomposition [52] . This solver also tremendously speeds up the calculation of observables, especially those requiring the inversion of M (φ) on multiple right-hand side vectors at fixed φ. All the results in this work were obtained using this novel solver, which we briefly describe in Appendix A to make the paper self-contained.
We now turn to a description of the HMC algorithm itself. For brevity, we will only give a summary of the essential steps here and refer the reader interested in a step-by-step derivation to Ref. [3] . In HMC, the generation of representative configurations of the φ field consists of two parts: The first is a molecular dynamics (MD) trajectory in which φ is evolved in computer time through an artificial Hamiltonian dynamics. To this end, a conjugate momentum π is introduced which is refreshed with Gaussian noise at the beginning of each trajectory, and the classical Hamilton equations for φ and π are integrated using a symplectic integrator. Since this introduces a numerical error associated with finite integration steps, a Metropolis accept/reject step is then used to make the algorithm exact.
Typically, the fermion determinant is sampled stochastically using pseudofermions, both for force calculations during the MD trajectories and for calculations of the total action during the Metropolis step. The bulk of the results in this work were obtained using this method. Another order of magnitude increase in performance is possible in principle by avoiding the use pseudofermions altogether and using exact derivatives of the fermion determinant instead. A small fraction of our results was obtained using this technique, but this is a very recent development and will be described in a separate publication.
Lastly, we would like to point out that HMC simulations using a single Hubbard field can suffer from a loss of ergodicity if no additional mass terms are included inĤ. The reason is the presence of extended manifolds with det M (φ) = 0 in configuration space, which form barriers separating regions of sgn(det M (φ)) = ±1 and which exhibit divergences in the effective potential through which the molecular dynamics cannot tunnel, except on small lattices. That this is a problem in practice, in particular at low temperatures, was shown in Refs. [41, 51] .
One way to avoid this problem is to extend the configuration space to complex numbers. This does not remove the barriers, but the additional degrees of freedom allow MD trajectories to circumvent them. To achieve this we rewrite the on-site interaction term as 
where in contrast to Eq. (4) the last exponent is purely real. By applying Eq. (4) to the first term and Eq. (12) to the second term we obtain a Hubbard field which has real and imaginary components. By choosing α ∈ [0, 1] we can interpolate between the purely real and purely imaginary cases.
The exponents e iφx,t in the fermion matrix (8) are now replaced by e iφx,t+χx,t , and the contribution of the on-site interaction term to the action of Hubbard-Stratonovich fields becomes
The constant shift of χ results from the last term in Eq. (11) . Note that applying the above procedure to the on-site potential only, without changing the treatment of the non-local parts of the interaction potential V xy , is entirely sufficient to obtain an ergodic algorithm. Also note that the introduction of the complex fields changes the restriction on the interactions to V < αU/3. A substantial part of the results in this work were ob-tained using α = 1. We do however carry out extensive cross-checks using the two-field formalism in order to rule out a strong effect of ergodicity problems on our results, and quantify the systematic errors where appropriate. The main insight is that in our study of spin-density wave order, the qualitative picture remains entirely intact and critical exponents and the location of the phase boundary are only very weakly affected. On the other hand, in the one-field formalism there is a tendency towards an unphysical charge ordering. We discuss these issues in detail in Section III and explain how we have verified that CDW order is indeed absent.
All results in this work were obtained at temperatures T = 0.125eV = 0.046κ with N τ = 128, which leads to a time discretization δ τ = 0.16κ −1 . Previous experience [28] has shown this to be sufficient to strongly suppress discretization errors when using the fully exponential fermion matrix (8) with exact particle-hole symmetry and hence without spin-symmetry violations. For each lattice configuration we compute the full fermionic equal-time Green function g(x, y) = â xâ †
and then express other observables in terms of these (see Appendix B for explicit expressions). To account for possible autocorrelation effects in our data, we use binning to calculate statistical errors. Typical sample sizes are on the order of several hundreds of independent measurements.
III. RESULTS

A. Spin-density wave order
To detect ordered phases we employ two distinct methods: extrapolating an order parameter to the thermodynamic limit, and analyzing its finite-size scaling in the vicinity of the presumed phase boundary, as estimated using the first method. By demonstrating consistency between these two approaches we can establish the existence of an ordered phase in the U − V plane with high confidence, determine its boundary and study the critical properties thereof.
The SDW phase is characterized by separation of electron spins between the two sublattices, with the difference of spins between the sublattices being the order parameter. This order parameter, however, vanishes in a finite volume, and can only be recovered by introducing a small "seed" perturbation which favours spontaneous symmetry breaking in this specific direction. While such a "seed" perturbation was used in our previous HMC simulations [2, 3, 57] , in this paper we avoid such an approach which might lead to significant bias towards a particular phase. Instead, in this work we infer the phase structure from the volume dependence of the square of the total spin per sublattice
where L is the linear lattice size and
is the i-th component of the spin operator at lattice site x. Due to the exact spin-symmetry of (8), the choice of i is irrelevant as was explicitly verified in Ref. [28] .
In (14) we have also used the equivalence between the two sublattices A and B and added the corresponding observables together, which improves the signal-to-noise ratio in Monte-Carlo simulations. An explicit expression for the expectation value (14) in terms of fermionic Green functions is given in Appendix B.
In order to detect the ordered phase, we first consider the infinite-volume extrapolations of the quantity S 2 i . In the phase with an antiferromagnetic ordering it should extrapolate to a finite value, and otherwise it should extrapolate to zero. This extrapolation procedure is similar in spirit to the one used in [24] . Away from a phase transition S 2 i is expected to depend on the lattice size as
In principle the leading power of L in this expression should deviate from L −1 close to the phase boundary, where it is replaced by a critical finitesize scaling relation, but we nevertheless find that linear fits using L = 6, 12, 18 work well for all points in the U −V plane considered. The linear fit was also verified for several points using additional lattice sizes (L = 8, 14). In this case higher than linear powers can be included into the fitting function, but it appears that they do not add to the goodness of the fit. This already hints that the exact critical exponent cannot be too far from unity.
We carry out the L → ∞ extrapolation using the fits of the form f (1/L) = aL −1 + b with lattice sizes L = 6, 12, 18 for a large set of points in U −V space, using HMC data obtained with a single Hubbard-Stratonovich field (α = 1 in the notation of Section II). Figs. 1 and 2 show such extrapolations for several points on the U − V phase diagram along the line V = U/3 (simulations exactly on this line are not possible so all points are shifted slightly away from this line) and along two V = const lines, respectively. Fig. 3 (left) summarizes the results of such L → ∞ extrapolations for all values of U and V which we have considered.
To establish the ordered phase quantitatively, we use the statistical error of the constant b as obtained from the fit. Fig. 3 (right) shows the number of standard deviations with which a non-zero value of S 2 i is obtained for each point. We find SDW order at > 5σ confidence at sufficiently large U for all V values considered, with a On both plots we also show the phase boundary from intersection method with 2σ confidence band (lines). Crosses mark Uc/κ = 3.78 (prediction of Ref. [24] , bottom cross) and result from simulation with complex Hubbard field (α = 0.95, top cross).
rather sharp boundary which curves towards larger values of U when V is increased. Within our resolution the V = 0 results are consistent with the value U c /κ = 3.78 obtained in [24] .
While infinite-volume extrapolation detects the ordered phase, it cannot distinguish a disordered phase from a region with large statistical errors. Furthermore, the extrapolation does not tell us anything about the nature of the phase boundary. In order to complement our extrapolation analysis, we also study the finite-size scaling of the squared spin per sublattice (14) . Ref. [24] verified the finite-size scaling law m = L −β/ν F (L 1/ν (U −U c )) for the staggered magnetization at V = 0 and obtained β/ν ≃ 0.89, in agreement with the chiral Heisenberg Gross-Neveu universality class. The corresponding scaling law for S
With properly chosen β/ν, we should be able to exactly obtain the phase boundary in the entire U − V plane by locating intersection points of the functions S It is a priori not clear that the same β/ν applies at each point of the phase boundary. What is needed is an unbiased method to determine both β/ν and the intersection points from the data, preferably with estimates of the statistical error. We describe such a method in the following.
To carry out a proper scaling analysis, we first note that the data points in Fig. 3 (right) show a rather sharply bound region of non-zero S 2 i . Thus we have probable cause to expect a scaling window in the border region. For a given line in the U − V plane we now identify a region around the presumed boundary in which S 2 i L 2β/ν has an approximately linear dependence on the external parameter (U , V or a combination thereof) for all L. This is done by manual tuning of the window. To estimate β/ν, we then use linear fits to the data of the form S 2 i L 2β/ν = ax + b (where x denotes a generic external parameter) and adjust β/ν until the enclosed triangle between the lines modelling the L = 6, 12, 18 data is minimized.
We apply this procedure to the full set of horizontal (V = const) lines in the U − V plane up to V = 1.48κ, as well as along the V = U/3 line and the vertical lines U = 4.07κ, 4.25κ, 4.44κ. We find that the procedure works well for all sets of data points considered (the enclosed triangles are very small in all cases and the intersection points all fall in the immediate vicinity of the presumed boundary), as illustrated on Fig. 4 for several characteristic points in the U − V phase diagram.
Since all data sets are affected by statistical errors, the optimized β/ν should be taken as stochastic estimators of the true value. To get a sense of how β/ν depends on the location in the U − V plane, we track how the optimized values change along the presumed phase boundary. Fig. 5 shows a collection of β/ν values obtained along the lines V = const, U = const and V = U/3. From left to right plots, these values are traced along the boundary from the V = 0 to the V = U/3 line. What we find, is the absence of any noticeable trend: Our β/ν estimates all appear to be distributed around some mean value. This strongly suggests that the entire phase boundary is characterized by the same critical behavior. We estimate the critical exponent as β/ν = 0.936 ± 0.022. The value β/ν = 0.89, obtained in Ref. [24] , is ∼ 5% smaller and falls right onto our lower 2σ limit. Much larger lattices and sample sizes would be needed to clearly decide whether this small discrepancy is a statistical fluctuation, a finite-size effect, or a consequence of the ergodicity violation described in Section II.
We point out here that critical exponents for the chiral Heisenberg Gross-Neveu universality class in three spacetime dimensions which presumably applies to this antiferromagnetic phase transition are not known to great numerical precision. Latest results from 1/N expansion [17] , Functional renormalization group [59] and ǫ-expansion [60] in aggregate suggest roughly β/ν ≈ 1. Our result is slightly smaller but likely falls within the bounds of theoretical uncertainty (our upper 2σ limit of β/ν = 0.98 certainly does). To obtain additional evidence that we are indeed seeing the critical behavior of this second-order transition we also verify the corresponding collapse of the data on a universal finite-size scaling function f (x),
where ǫ is the reduced coupling used as the control parameter, and extract the correlation-length exponent ν, for which the methods cited above, on average, suggest ν ≈ 1.2. Fig. 6 shows an optimized collapse where we fit data points from L = 6, 12, 18 with a polynomial function of x = L 1/ν (U − U c )/U c and adjust both U c and ν until the χ 2 per degree of freedom becomes minimal. This is illustrated here for the data along the V = U/3 line shown in the bottom right panel of Fig. 4 , where we have the largest statistics. We choose the same scaling window as in Fig. 4 , use the same value β/ν = 0.97 that results from the intersection method for this line, and then obtain ν = 1.162 which is inline with the theoretical predictions. As a consistency check, the resulting U c = 4.828 is in good agreement with that obtained from the intersection method in Fig. 4 , as discussed in the following paragraph. The deviations from finite-size scaling, observed in Fig. 6 above x ≈ 1, are typical of the expected corrections to scaling at small L as well.
We therefore conclude with some confidence that what we are seeing is at least consistent with critical scaling in the chiral Heisenberg Gross-Neveu universality class. The same conclusion, with somewhat larger uncertainties but no systematic deviations, is also obtained for the other data sets of Fig. 4 . We certainly observe no significant changes in the scaling behavior along the whole transition line shown in Fig. 3 , starting from V = 0 to the V = U/3 line used as our representative example in 
0.89, which corresponds to the upper and lower 2σ limits respectively. For each choice, we obtain the intersection points of L = {6, 12}, L = {6, 18} and L = {12, 18}. This gives 6 estimates for position of the phase boundary along this line. For these we use the sample mean and the standard error as our final answer. By repeating this for every line, we obtain a phase boundary together with a confidence band, which is shown in Fig. 3 together with the results of the extrapolation of S 2 i . We find a striking coincidence between the two methods which lends solid credibility to our results.
In particular, for V = 0 we find U c /κ = 3.9±0.04. The value U c /κ = 3.78 obtained in Ref. [24] , and marked by a cross in Fig. 3 , differs by ∼ 3% and falls just outside of our lower 2σ limit. This small difference is likely due to ergodicity violations in our massless simulations with a single Hubbard field φ corresponding to α = 1 in Sec. II. The magnitude of the discrepancy is consistent with the results of Ref. [51] where it was shown that S We therefore now verify that non-ergodicity of our simulations affects the results for S 2 i at V = 0 not any stronger than at V = 0. To this end, we first determine which choice of α can be considered safe for ergodic simulations. In Ref. [51] it was shown that simulations at V = 0 are essentially ergodic for α 0.95 with L = 6, but it is unclear whether this carries over to V = 0 and larger lattices. To clarify this we carry out simulations on L = 12 lattices for 3 points close to the V = U/3 line with α = [0.925, 0.99]. We choose (U/κ, V /κ) as (3.70, 1.11), (4.44, 1.29) and (5.37, 1.48) which fall deeply in the disordered phase, close to the presumed phase boundary and deeply in the ordered phase respectively. In each case we compute S 2 i and q 2 (introduced in Subsection III B) and find no statistically significant dependence on α for either observable. We thus conclude that the safe range extends to even larger α than for the case V = 0, L = 6. for the lines V = 1.111κ and V = 1.481κ with different lattice sizes. We observe that the inflection points (corresponding approximately to U c ) shift at most by a few percent when introducing the complex Hubbard field. We then repeat the finite-size scaling analysis of S 2 i for the V = 1.111κ line with α = 0.95, using lattice sizes L = 6, 12, 18. Fig. 8 shows the result of the area minimization procedure (as described above) for this case. The critical exponent evaluates to β/ν = 0.942 which falls within one standard deviation of our estimate using the single Hubbard field. We find U c /κ = 4.20 which falls barely above the lower 2σ limit of our phase boundary (see Fig. 3 where this point is marked by the second cross). We thus conclude that observables characterizing the SDW order are indeed only weakly affected by the non-ergodicity of the standard HMC algorithm in the massless limit, similar to the case V = 0.
B. Charge-density wave order
To study CDW order we define the squared charge per sublattice as
in full analogy with the definition (14) of the squared spin S 2 i . As in the previous Subsection III A, we use this observable, again expressed in terms of fermionic Green functions in Appendix B, now to detect possible CDW order by combining the L → ∞ extrapolation of q 2 and the finite-size scaling analysis of q 2 . Our first observation in simulations with one Hubbard field (α = 1) is that the statistical error of charge observables is much larger than that of spin observables. This already foreshadows problems. We nevertheless are able to carry out the L → ∞ extrapolations and apply the intersection method, finding that CDW in general seems to coincide with the existence of SDW order (to give one example, Fig. 9 shows how for V = 0.56κ the extrapolated q 2 becomes non-zero at U 4.0κ). We obtain a phase diagram for CDW that looks very similar to Fig. 3 , but with much more noise along the presumed phase boundary. The critical exponent obtained from the intersection method evaluates to β/ν ≈ 0.74. This is slightly lower than the value estimated for the chiral Ising universality class, expected to apply for the CDW transition, through various methods [17, 60, 61] , but the statistical error of our result is at least on the order of ∼ 10%. In any case, these results appear unphysical, since, at the very least along the V = 0 line, the presence of CDW order is ruled out by energy balance arguments as well as by numerous other studies [15, 16, 24] . To save space, we do not present any additional figures for these simulations. Instead, below we demonstrate that this counter-intuitive behavior is related to the violations of ergodicity in the massless HMC simulations with a single Hubbard field, i.e. at α = 1.
In Subsection III A we discussed that simulations at α = 0.95 can be expected to be ergodic for every U − V point considered in this work (neither q 2 nor S 2 i depended significantly on α when α < 0.99 in our test cases). We now would like to further quantify the difference between ergodic and non-ergodic simulations for charge observables. Fig. 10 shows the U dependence of q 2 , obtained from simulations with α = 0.95 for the lines V = 1.111κ and V = 1.481κ and compares these results to the case α = 1. Unlike for S 2 i , we observe a qualitative change: The ergodic simulations show a downward trend of q 2 when U is increased, which is lost in simulations with one Hubbard field. The ergodic and non-ergodic results drift further apart as U becomes larger and in particular as we enter the SDW phase (e.g. at U c ≈ 4.2κ for V = 1.111κ). Our general conclusion here is that charge is much more strongly affected spin, by the ergodicity violations of the massless HMC simulations with a single Hubbard field. While we observed only small quantitative effects on the spin observables above, the ergodic two-field simulations here clearly allow to identify the apparent CDW order as an artifact due to these ergodicity violations.
In Fig. 11 we plot q 2 L 2β/ν as a function of U for V = 1.111κ, V = 1.296κ, V = 1.481κ and V = 1.666κ at α = 0.95. For V = 1.111κ we show data from lattice sizes L = 6, 12, 18, while for the remaining data sets results from L = 6, 12 are shown. By choosing β/ν = 0.948 we can collapse all data points of each line in the U − V plane onto a single line with a very good precision. This indicates that for all our points the expectation value q 2 approaches zero as q 2 ∼ L −2β/ν in the thermodynamic limit L → ∞. Furthermore, q 2 decreases when U is increased, in stark contrast to the non-ergodic α = 1.0 results. Thus when the complexification of the HubbardStratonovich fields enables the HMC algorithm to sample the whole phase space, signatures of the CDW order appear to be just finite-volume artifacts.
IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have carried out a detailed study of the SDW and CDW orders in the extended Hubbard model on the hexagonal graphene lattice with nearest-neighbour hopping and on-site and nearest-neighbour interactions U and V . We were able to explore the region of the U − V plane with V < U/3 and U 6κ. The Hybrid-MonteCarlo algorithm which we have used becomes inapplicable for V ≥ U/3 simulations because of a sign problem, and alternative simulation methods are required.
We have been able to clearly identify the line of the phase transition between the semimetal phase and the gapped antiferromagnetic SDW phase, which starts at U/κ = 3.9 ± 0.04 at V = 0, in agreement with the results of [24] , and bends towards larger values of U as V is increased. The phase transition line goes at least all the way up to the line V = U/3. An interesting open problem is whether it continues even to V > U/3. We obtained strong numerical evidence that the entire phase boundary is characterized by the same critical behavior, with a critical exponent β/ν = 0.936 ± 0.022. This is consistent within errors with the chiral Heisenberg Gross-Neveu universality class in three spacetime dimensions [17, 59, 60] . Along the V = U/3 line we have verified finite-size scaling with a universal scaling function for the squared spin per sublattice and estimated the correlation length exponent ν ≈ 1.162, which further strengthens the case that this Gross-Neveu scaling persists all the way up to the V = U/3 line. In particular we find no evidence of multicritical or triple points in this region below V = U/3.
On the other hand, our simulations suggest that charge-ordered CDW phase is absent in the region with V < U/3. As we have found out, the supposed signatures of the CDW phase reported in our previous work [28] were the artifacts of a non-ergodic HMC algorithm which was not able to penetrate through the manifolds where the fermion determinant is zero. Similar to topology freezing in lattice QCD simulations, these manifolds are potential barriers for the molecular dynamics. The freedom of performing the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation has allowed us to efficiently circumvent this problem. We should point out that earlier attempts to solve these issues by introducing a "geometric mass" (where lattice sizes are not multiples of three, so that the Dirac points do not fall on the discrete set of lattice momenta) proved to be unfruitful. We cannot rule out phase coexistence at exactly V = U/3. In this case we would expect some residual finitesize effects for points close to the line. We see no evidence for this however in Fig. 11 , where the effect should be strongest for the smallest U values of each line at constant V . Phase coexistence at V = U/3 is expected in the strong coupling limit, based on energy balance arguments, so simulations at much larger values of U and V might be necessary to reveal a multicritical point along or close to this line. To move closer to V = U/3 requires simulations with values of α closer and closer to α = 1 which eventually reintroduces the ergodicity problems.
Lastly we should point out that, while simulations at V ≥ U/3 would in principle be possible with other methods such as BSS DQMC, theses typically then suffer from a genuine fermion sign problem. At least along the U = 0 line at finite V this fermion sign problem can be avoided by exploiting a special type of time-reversal symmetry in a representation using Majorana fermions [62, 63] . This Majorana time-reversal symmetry also appears to be the reason why algorithms utilizing fermion bags [64, 65] or meron clusters [66] can be applied in such cases.
In Ref. [51] it was explicitly demonstrated that the number of relevant Lefshetz thimbles, which character-izes the severity of the sign-problem, depends on the exact form of Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation used. In particular, it was shown that switching to a nonGaussian representation of the interaction term leads to improvements for the repulsive Hubbard model on small lattices.
Moreover, we are currently in the process of implementing a generalized density of states method [67] [68] [69] , which enables exponential error suppression when calculating the histogram of the phase of the fermion determinant and thus tremendously improves reweighting, for the Hubbard model at finite charge density. Extending this to V ≥ U/3 in combination with a suitable formulation for DQMC is another possibility for future work.
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In principle one could iterate the above procedure until Euclidean time is fully contracted and a matrix of the form I − 2Nt k=1 D k is obtained. The final system can then be solved using LU factorization. In practice, already for reasonably low temperatures, the above fully contracted matrix turns out to be extremely ill-conditioned and affected by numerical round-off errors. For this reason it is advantageous to stop after a smaller number of contractions l max (see Ref. [52] for further discussions). The solution X (lmax) is then obtained in the last iteration, after the LU decomposition of the matrix M (lmax) . Subsequently, we can revert all iterations using the relations
and reconstruct the solution of the original system. For steps in which blocks of size N s were added during the contraction we must remove them when applying (A20).
